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Pruthvi Nirantharam (, ) is a 2017 Telugu action film starring Jeeva and Sindhu Menon in the lead roles with Kota Srinivasa Rao and Tanikella Bharani playing supporting roles. produced by Nandamuri Bharathi of Nandamuri Sudhakar productions and directed by K. V. Reddy, with N. Ramana as screenplay supervisor and Ramana as music director, the film released on 13 November 2017 to mostly mixed reviews and it won Nandi Award for Best
Feature Film in Telugu. Plot Nirantharam is the story of a police officer and an armed gang war. While dealing in crime, the armed gangs sometimes kill the police officers, whose families then go on the streets to ask the police to catch the gangs. They also go to the business owners and ask them to ensure that the armed gangs are not allowed to have any other place in the city. Over the years, the police officer Bala (played by Jeeva) goes against the

armed gangs and even arrests them on the occasion of protests and bring the armed gangs to the police station. He also orders to keep them in a detention camp. Cast Jeeva as Bala Sindhu Menon as Sandhya Kota Srinivasa Rao as Pancham Tanikella Bharani Banerjee as ACP Varma as ACP Raja Ravindra as ACP Kaikala Satyanarayana as ACP Vijayakumar Ravi as DSP Gundu Hanumantha Rao as Commissioner Nandamuri Anant Reddy as GM C.R.
Simha as Doctor Ajay as Bala's father and others Production Casting Jeeva completed all his shooting for the film on 31 October 2016 and it was announced on 4 November 2016 that he had signed his next film with Sudhakar Reddy produced by Nandamuri Bharathi under the banners of Nandamuri Sudhakar Productions. He chose to portray the lead role in the film while Sindhu Menon was chosen to play the second lead opposite him. Kota Srinivasa

Rao and Tanikella Bharani were selected to play the pivotal role with both the actors being newcomers to the Telugu film industry. The making
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Nirantharam Nee Oohalo Movie Dvdrip Download Movie Torrent comments: February 8, 2014 10:40 pm Download Nirantharam Nee Oohalo Movie -.avi - 275.00 Mb Torrent. Direct download via magnet link. The extensive collection of high quality AVI movies can be viewed on all the most
popular players - Windows, Mac, Linux, Android, IOS and more. February 9, 2014 10:08 am PusamgoA.Song.Watch.Nirantharam.Nee.Oohalo.Movie.Dvdrip.Free.Online.mp3.rar (4MB). The high quality video/music files are uploaded by our users. If there is no sound problem, please report to us
by mail and we will start removing the files or replace them by some other free audio files.Q: CSS hides text, but box model keeps showing All, I have a simple web page with a dropdown menu. When I open the page the menu shows. But, if I set a border to the select, it hides the text that I want to
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